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About This Game

MonGirl Tile is a card game where you face off against various cute monster girls on a 5×5 grid. Each player has three tiles in a
hand and takes turns placing them, captur 5d3b920ae0
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MonGirl Title is a card game of sorts with monster girls, because monster girls are cute. The gameplay consists of putting tiles
with numbers on a board with the goal of having the most tiles through the use of flipping the opponent's tiles. The presentation
is a bit rough around the edges, but everything is pretty functional. You can expand your tile collection by winning matches
against monster girls, and you can improve the tiles you own through the use of consuming unneeded duplicates. There is
definate depth of strategy to it as well, as matches can quickly change tides depending on where you placed your tiles. So, yeah.
It's a pretty good time-killer with a reasonable price. I'd try it out, at the very least.. MonGirl Title is a card game of sorts with
monster girls, because monster girls are cute. The gameplay consists of putting tiles with numbers on a board with the goal of
having the most tiles through the use of flipping the opponent's tiles. The presentation is a bit rough around the edges, but
everything is pretty functional. You can expand your tile collection by winning matches against monster girls, and you can
improve the tiles you own through the use of consuming unneeded duplicates. There is definate depth of strategy to it as well, as
matches can quickly change tides depending on where you placed your tiles. So, yeah. It's a pretty good time-killer with a
reasonable price. I'd try it out, at the very least.
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